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In Sickness and in Health

-Defining our Terms-
(excerpted and expanded from definitions in Pilch, Healing in Luke Acts)

SICKNESS

Disease

Disease is a biomedical way of

understanding or making meaning of

sickness.

A disease perspective understands

sickness as a state of being  caused

by “pathogens, germs, viruses” and

so on, and their impact on “the

structure and function of organ

systems.”

Disease is only illness if it is

socially disvalued. Not every

disease causes illness.

Illness

Illness is an anthropological way of

understanding or making meaning of

sickness.

An illness perspective understands

sickness as a socially-

“disvalued” state of being. Causes

here may be multiple, and can be

personal, familial, cultural, or

spiritual or a combination of these.

Illness is only disease if it is

caused biomedically. Not every

illness is caused by disease.

HEALTH

Cure

Cure is the goal of the biomedical

way of understanding or making

meaning of sickness.

Cure involves biochemically or

physically reversing the state of

being caused by pathogens, germs,

viruses, and their impact on organ

systems

Healing

Healing is the goal of the

anthropological way of understanding

or making meaning of sickness.

Healing involves taking personal,

familial, cultural or spiritual

action or a combination of these to

restore a disvalued state of being

to a state of societal value through
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Cure may or may not help a sick

person make meaning of her/his

sickness.

making meaning

Healing may or may not involve

biochemically or physically

reversing the socially disvalued

state of being.
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Ancient Illness, Ancient Healing

- a NT perspective-
(excerpted and expanded from Pilch, Healing in Luke Acts and Avalos, Healthcare and the

Rise of Christianity)

Professional

Healer –

(e.g. Temple

cult)

makes meaning of illness  and healing through prescribed,

ancient, sociocultural understandings that include but are

not limited to the world of individual relations, family

relations, social network relations and/or the spiritual

world

healing involves rituals of restoration, many of which are

expensive (e.g. animal sacrifice)

healing rituals depend on one's social status

healing rituals require travel to a specific location

healing rituals are time specific

The popular

sector

(individual

relationships,

family, social

network, the

spiritual

world)

makes meaning of illness and healing through contemporary

sociocultural understandings (which may be syncretic) of

one's relationship to individuals, family, one's social

network and/or the spiritual world

healing involves interpersonal or spiritual restoration

which may or may not be expensive

healing may or may not depend on one's status – does the

popular sector try to heal a slave?

healing may involve ongoing community involvement and have

other costs and time commitments

The folk

healer

makes meaning of illness and healing through esoteric

understandings that may or may not agree with ancient or

contemporary sociocultural understandings

healing involves interpersonal or spiritual restoration

often but not always through prescribed ritual, which may
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or may not be expensive; may nor may not depend on one's

status and involve ongoing commitments

healing may be connected to supernatural (but not

biomedical) cure

The Case of Leprosy

Leprosy as

illness

visible, disvalued difference in physical appearance

sociocultural meaning attached to it of illness

this particular kind of illness is called “impurity”

and requires “purification” in order for healing to

take place

Leprosy and

the

professional

healer

makes meaning of leprous impurity (illness) and

purification (healing) through prescribed, ancient,

sociocultural understandings (e.g. Leviticus) that include

but are not limited to the world of individual relations,

family relations, social network relations and/or the

spiritual world – leprosy is often a divine curse in the

biblical narrative

healing involves rituals of restoration, many of which are

expensive (e.g. animal sacrifice)

healing rituals depend on one's social status – i.e., the

size of one's sacrifice depends on what one can afford

healing rituals require travel to a specific location –

Jerusalem

healing rituals are time specific – priest checks you

after a certain number of days, etc.

Leprosy and

the popular

sector

makes meaning of illness and healing through contemporary

sociocultural understandings (which may be syncretic) of

one's relationship to individuals, family, one's social

network and/or the spiritual world – cf. Job's friends

and his physical  change
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healing involves interpersonal or spiritual restoration

which may or may not be expensive – e.g. “in the home of

Simon the Leper”

healing may or may not depend on one's status – Naaman and

Simon the householder are restored, but is this status

related?

Leprosy and

the folk

healer

makes meaning of illness and healing through esoteric

understandings that may or may not agree with ancient or

contemporary sociocultural understandings – touch makes

you clean (I do wish...)

healing involves interpersonal or spiritual restoration

often but not always through prescribed ritual, which may

or may not be expensive; may nor may not depend on one's

status and involve ongoing commitments [Naaman and Elijah;

Jesus and the 10]

healing may be connected to supernatural (but not

biomedical) cure

Christians Treating Disease as Illness

Biblically- supported theological barriers to

treatment and healing of HIV-infection/AIDS
(exerpted and expanded from Pujol)

HIV-infection

and AIDS as

illness

visible, disvalued difference in physical appearance

sociocultural meaning attached to it of illness

meaning constructed around Christian understandings of

“impurity” and “impiety/sin”
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Barrier 1 –

expectation of

supernatural

cure based on

sufficient

faith

take the supernatural cure sometimes associated with folk
healers as normative for people of faith [if you had

faith...]

healing involves rituals of restoration only contained
within the matrix of illness and healing, not within the

world of disease/treatment (no cure)

engaging in the world of disease/treatment may jeopardize
one's healing because then one is not being “faithful”

Barrier 2 –

the problem of

theodicy

makes meaning of the disease of HIV through the illness

construct of supernatural affliction as the cause of

disease – God did this to me, or God did not protect me

from this [Miriam's leprosy caused by God; Saul's

blindness, etc.]

engaging in the world of disease/treatment is pointless if

the origin of the disease is found in the matrix of

illness/wellness and in the realm of the supernatural;

chemical therapies don't impact the supernatural

the evidence of supernatural healing must be supernatural
cure

Barrier 3 –

the doctrine

of sin

makes meaning of the disease of HIV through the illness
construct of supernatural affliction because of divine
displeasure with particular human actions (sexual impropriety,
the use of drugs, poverty, etc.) --this is my fault [Romans 1 –

they received in their bodies]

may involve what P. Cleage calls “the purification ritual”

illness is a sign of divine judgment and thus cannot be

treated biomedically, even if one engages in chemical

treatment of the disease; the only evidence of healing

would be supernatural cure
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Barrier 4-

alienation of

the body

makes meaning of the disease of HIV by attempting a

healing meaning making that separates body from

soul/spirit [earthen vessels]

the disease in the body makes the body ill

Option 1: the shunning of the body to remove the illness

from the community

Option 2: an attempt at healing by claiming that the

illness of the body is not important – what's important is

the health of the soul

in either case, the disvaluation of the ill body means

that treating the body biochemically becomes unimportant

Barrier 5-

praxis of

silence

because of the illness matrix meanings attached to HIV,

the community of faith regularly engages in a praxis of

silence; this too is an illness/healing practice – if the

illness is not named, it cannot enter the community and

thus does not have to be addressed

if the illness is not in the community, the community need

not attend to the biochemical questions of healing
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Christians Treating Disease as Illness

Biblically- supported theological facilitators of

treatment and healing of HIV-infection/AIDS
(exerpted and expanded from Pujol)

Facilitator 1

–

liberation

theology

takes the mandate to set others free and to overturn

oppressive meaning making systems as normative for people

of faith [Luke 4, Matthew 25, the cleansing of the Temple,

the healing of the paralytic]

healing involves rituals of restoration that name

sociocultural injustices and their impact on the

contraction of disease

the illness is constructed as a problem requiring

liberation from oppressive structures (a biomedical cure,

affordable biomedical treatment) rather than a

supernatural cure

engaging in the world of disease/treatment [ freedom from

inadequate access to health care] becomes part of one's

healing [making meaning of the illness as a disease for

treatment, not a disvalued state of being]
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Facilitator 2

–

justice

makes meaning of the disease of HIV by naming the demon

that allows the disease to have access [patriarchy,

heteronormativity, sexism, heterosexism – cf. Legion]

healing involves rituals of restoration that name as

injustice homophobia and all forms of patriarchy and

sexism, and the impact of these illnesses on access to

prevention and treatment

the illness is constructed as a problem requiring justice

in the face of unjust structures (right to homophilic

treatment, full access to health care, familial rights,

etc.)

engaging in the world of disease/treatment [just treatment

of all persons regardless of loves, drug addictions, etc.]

becomes part of one's healing [making meaning of healing

as the right to be restored to physical wholess since the

community does not disvalue you]

Facilitator 3

–

Pastoral

theology

makes meaning of the disease of HIV as a barrier to full
community that the community of faith is obligated to overcome

through touch (Jesus and the leper), welcome (home of Simon the

leper) and full recognition (daughter, you have been healed).

illness is a sign of communal separation and lack of

communal care. May be treated communally through pastoral

care and biomedically, through  chemical treatment of the

disease
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Facilitator 4-

embodiment

makes meaning of the disease of HIV as an illness that

separates one's sense of identity from one's body (body

dismorphia, etc)

Sees healing in biblical witnesses about full-body hesed

(good Samaritan), and about mourning and burial (Stephen,

Jesus, Tabitha)

The body is seen as an important part of the healing of

the community, and the community is called to care for the

body, both through full-body hesed and through encouraging

biochemically treatment

Facilitator 5

narrative

theology

because of the illness matrix meanings attached to HIV,

the community of faith regularly engages in a praxis of

story telling, just as it does at the Lord's table and in

the homiletic and testimonial moments

story telling includes the story of biochemical treatment,

and issues of justice, embodiment, liberation and pastoral

theology

Remembering Who we were (and might be again)

(from Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage, Stark, Triumph of Christianity)

“How suitable, how necessary it is that this plague and pestilence, which

seems horrible and deadly, searches out the justice of each and every one

and examines the mind of the human race; whether the well care for the sick,

whether relatives dutifully love their [kin] as they should, whether masters

show compassion for their ailing slaves, whether physicians do not desert

the afflicted...Although this mortality has contributed nothing else, it has

especially accomplished this for Christians and servants of God […] we are

learning not to fear death.”


